Athletes:

- Masks are required in entrance areas by all athletes, coaches, and spectators. Masks can be removed by athletes when on playing surface.

- Please wait in car until 10 minutes prior to game time – no early admission to competition.

- Athletes are expected to maintain social distancing (more than 6 ft.) when possible (e.g., in-between innings, on sidelines).

Spectators:

- All spectators are required to wear masks when inside the building.

- No spectators are allowed at practices - players and coaches only.

- For programs involving youth age 8 or younger, one parent is allowed to attend practice and/or development activities.

- Two spectators per athlete allowed for games.

- Spectators may not enter building until game time.

- Must maintain 6 ft of social distance from other spectators (that don’t live in same household).

- Must exit fields on the west side and then through the north door.